
 

 
 

 
GAME INFO 

Game Name: The Lioness 

GameID: TheLioness 
Release Date: 2nd August 2022 
 

The Lioness is a 6 reel by 4 row, 40 payline videoslot showcasing MMA legend and UFC champion, 
Amanda Nunes.  As Armadillo Studio’s first branded release, The Lioness slot features massive Nunes 
stacks triggering the fight feature, a Lioness Link with Prizepots, and a first round knock out free spins, 
an entertainment slot filled with action! 

 

The Lioness, centered around the greatest female MMA fighter of all time, naturally has a feature 
frequently triggering a variety of attacks, each contributing to an increasing multiplier!  Lands full stacks 
of 3 columns or more to get the action.  Want to add an extra punch to the feature?  Enable the fortune 
bet for stronger attacks delivering higher multipliers. 
 
Land 4 or more Lioness Scatters to trigger the Lioness Link.  When triggered, every symbol gives a random 
credit prize as well as a chance at one of the 4 prizepots, immediately apparent when the lioness matches 
the color.   Fill the entire 24 position grid for the top prizepot! 

3 or more championship belts triggers the free games.  During the free games, the massive stacks are 

composed solely of Amanda Nunes variants, making it even easier to land full screen animations and 

trigger the fight feature.  Furthermore, multipliers awarded from the feature are persistent, giving 

more and more win potential as the free spins progress. 

 

 



MATH 
Layout: 6 reels, 4 rows 

Lines/Ways: 40 Lines 

Pay order: Left to Right 

RTP:  

Regular: 93.99%,  

Fortune Bet 94.19%  

Buy Bonus: 93.78% 

Volatility: Medium  

 

Regular 

Min. Bet: 0.20 

Max. Bet: 100 

 

Fortune bet 

Min. Bet: 0.26 

Max. Bet: 130 

 
 
 

GRAPHICS 
Aspect Ratio: 16:9, Responsive. 

Theme: Amanda Nunes, MMA, Branded title 

FEATURES 

• 6x4 layout 

• 40 Lines 

• Massive Stacks 

• Fight Feature 

• Fortune Bet 

• Lioness Link 

• Free S pins 

• PrizePots 

 
LANGUAGES & CURRENCIES 

The full list of supported languages and currencies is available from the client area of our website 

(https://www.spearheadstudios.com/clients-area/) in the ‘OTHER’ section. 

 

https://www.spearheadstudios.com/clients-area/

